Gringo Times

Crossword - Crucigrama

Across
Down
1. Female name
2. Musical percussion instru4. Produces eggs
ment
7. Not an original
3. Charge with gas
10. Dominant window
4. 1984 novelist
11. Beat at chess
5. Empty
12. Flows
6. Electric discharge
16. Tetraethyl lead
8. Petroleum engineer
17. Commander
9. Whirl
20. Perceive as fact
13. Unwarranted
21. Horizontal bar of wood
14. Norwegian
22. Sketch
15. Hits
23. Ailing
17. Brittle
24. Expel
18. Manly
27. She is
19. One who drains
29. Pollen gatherers
24. Death notices
30. Sticky substance
25. Lizard
32. Flesh of a hog
26. Caress
33. Litigating
28. Garment worn by women
35. Experimenting until a
31. Hog sound
solution is found
33. Coal waste
36. Slender part of the leg
34. Strange person
37. Longest river in Europe
Answers to crossword on page 18
38. Stretching out

Football Quotes

or ‘Soccer’ to those chaps (and chapesses) who
watch the NFL
"What will you do when you
leave football, Jack - will you
stay in football?"
Stuart Hall - Radio 5 Live

"I've got a gut feeling in my
stomach. . ."
Alan Sugar, speaking on BBC1

"I would not say he [David
Ginola] is the best left winger in
the Premiership, but there are
none better."
Ron Atkinson, in a TV interview

Carling FA Premiership web
page

Competition

"Unfortunately, we keep kicking
ourselves in the foot."
Ray Wilkins, speaking on BBC1

"The new West Stand casts a
giant shadow over the entire
pitch, even on a sunny day."
Chris Jones, Evening Standard

"Johnson has revelled in the
'hole' behind Dwight Yorke. . ."

"An inch or two either side of
the post and that would have
been a goal."
Dave Bassett, speaking on Sky
Sports

Win two free tickets worth $70

Fancy an evening’s entertainment
with a difference? Well the Gringo Times
in association with our friends at Ocean
World are giving away two great tickets
for Ocean World’s Las Vegas style
Bravissimo Show. Talented dancers,
music and a taste of Las Vegas glamour
await one lucky couple.
All you have to do to win the tickets
is write a witty limerick that contains wait for it - the words ‘Gringo’ and
‘Times’, not necessarily in that order.
e.g.
There once was a Gringo from Maine
Whose son looked exactly the same
They struggled at times
to make up good rhymes
So emotional distress they would feign.
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Can you do better?

The best limerick as judged
by the Gringo Times editor gets
the prize. To send us your entry,
log on to our website, and enter
your details on our competition
page. The winner’s limerick
will be published in the July edition.
Note: Entrants must be aged
18 or over. The editor’s decision
is final. No alternative prizes will
be offered. Winners will be
required to collect the tickets
from our Sosua or Puerto Plata
office.
www.gringo-times.com
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